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1. Introduction 

grammar of the second argument (direct object) 
Q1:  (How) is the 2nd Argument presented?  

What are the structural possibilities to present or suppress it? 
Q2:  What motivates the choice of one of these structures over the other?  
 
Defining Antipassive (AP) in a broad sense:  
demotion or suppression of DO 
 
(P1) S O V (PX)  
 

(1.) ⇒ (P1)   S   [  ]   V   PX (oblique object) 
        ↓      ↑ 
(2.) ⇒ (P1)   S   O-V  (N-incorporation) 

 
(3.) ⇒ (P1)   S   V   (object suppression) 

 
2. DO/Oblique-alternations 

 
2.1. vt / vi ) [N )PP] 
restricted to a relatively small number of verbs. 
 

[Note: There are also verbs with Oblique Object only1, just as there are verbs with the 2 
alternations, but each of them with a meaning of its own2. In the above case, however, the 2 
alternations have exactly the same meaning, apart from possible pragmatic nuances.] 
 
ex.1 
a ga mu� hiina ⇒ a ga hiina mu� ga3  He forgives us. 
3S IMPV 1P forgive       PP 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 g<u<u ga jogi <= tuu faa. The dog follows his master.  
2 kuu (vt) ‘to bear’; kuu muA faa ‘to fit s.o.’  
3 transcription: j B [], r B [Ρ], long vowel B vv, [‘] B vowel elision 
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ex.2 
a ga ye jaaira  ⇒ a ga jaaira ye faa      She teases them. 
3S IMPV 3P tease       PP 
ex.3 
xAA-ye  xa�i gu sindi. ⇒ xAA-ye <i sindi xa�i la.   
house-PL work DEF start   RFL      PP 
The family (people of one household) has started to work.  

(Note: vt F vr!) 
 
Questions: 
Are these identical alternations?  
Which of the 2 alternations is the most usual?  
 
2.2. vt / vi ) [de N ni] 

 
2.2.1. Lexicalized Constructions  
restricted to a small number of semantic verb types:  
 
- change of state : become / stop being X : 
ex.4 
a bai de n xana ni.  He is no longer my friend.  
3S go out PREP 1S friend PP   
 
ex.5 
a yaa de n xana ni.  He has become my friend. 
3S let PREP 1S friend PP  
 
- be/ consider/ come as X : 
ex.6 
a ga a jade  de sabi ni. She considers him an idiot. 
3S IMPV 3S consider PREP idiot PP 
  
ex.7 
<a Lina Ala tooya  de ku<A ni. Know that God is one!  
2S OBLV God know[PFV] PREP one PP 
 
other examples :  
do/act as; be s.th. by X; concerning X  
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2.2.2. Productive Constructions  

structural characteristics:  
- facultative demotion of DO  
- highly productive mechanism 
- strong tendency : transitive verb stem F intrans. verb stem 
ex.8 
a 'u�� k<u.  ⇒ a kumO  de  'u�� ni.  
3S fish take[TR]    3S take[INTR] PREP fish PP 
He has caught some fish.  

 
ex.9 
a m�a�i n�� xa<i. ⇒ a xa<i de m�a�i n�� ni.  
3S good FOC work  3S work PREP good FOC PP 
He’s done a good job.  

 
ex.10 
a wari  kAbi. ⇒ a kAbi de wari ni.  
3S money  collect 
He has collected money.  

 
ex.11 
a ga 'i)a sie.  ⇒ a ga sei   de  'i)a ni.  
3S IMPV bad say[TR.IMPV] 3S IMPV dire[INTR] PREP bad PP 
He says bad things.  

 
ex.12 
a l�l� m<O.     ⇒ a mOni  de l�l�  ni.  
3S alcohol drink[TR] 3S drink[INTR] PREP alcohol PP 
He has drunk some alcohol.    

 
ex.13 
a m�b*li  xeele-ni. ⇒ a xeele-ni de m�b*li ni. 
3S car  run-CAUS 
He has driven a car.  

Note : verb stem rests transitive! {–ni} ‘causative / transitive’ 
 
Questions on the structural level : 
- origin of adpositions de and ni + ?  cf. Samogo de ’enter’ 
- evolution of the antipassive starting from de N ni constructions already in use?  
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Questions on the discourse-pragmatic level : 
-What motivates the choice of one of these structures over the other? (BQ2, p.1) 
- In which way is the oblique “de N ni” – coding of the 2nd Argument functionally different 
from the DO-coding? 
 

 

 

Cooreman, Anne 1993: A Functional Typology of Antipassives. 
‘antipassive highlights activity (vs. affectedness) in general, is subject-oriented’ 
 
cf.  Lambrecht, Knut 1994: Information Structure and Sentence Form.  
p.35: “constructions whose function is to express differences in INFORMATION STRUCTURE 

proper, i.e. which, for a given proposition and a given speech-act type, express differences in 

topic-focus structure, or differences in the cognitive status of the referents of argument 

expressions. Like the second type, this type is entirely productive and identifiable across 

languages. As I mentioned earlier (Section 1.1), these constructions come in pairs of 

ALLOSENTENCES, i.e. semantically equivalent but formally and pragmatically divergent 

surface manifestations of given propositions. The pragmatic contrasts in question are always 

interpreted against the background of available, but unused, grammatical alternatives. 

 
pragmatic properties of “de N ni”-construction:  

- not commonly used, rarely found in texts 
- literary style of griots and those who master the language 
- confined to one specific area: the city of Dia 
- culturally, it seems that demotion of participants (of oneself, of s.th. normally focussed) is 
considered more discrete/polite/elegant (less direct/ less bluntly) 
 
 


